*The knife man* is Wendy Moore\'s exhaustive biography of John Hunter, the eighteenth-century Scot who is often found to be residing under the label of "founding father" of modern surgery. It charts the rise of Hunter from his poor childhood home in Lanarkshire, where he displayed early on a strong curiosity for the natural world around him, to his move to London to work as an assistant to his brother William, and on to the forging of his own career as London\'s best known surgeon and anatomist.

The book paints a vivid picture of Hunter\'s fascinating and often controversial work in anatomy and Moore readily casts him in the role of misunderstood maverick born before his time, whose devotion to the values of experimentation and observation rather than classical medical theory led to a "revolutionary impact on surgery" (p. 400). Hunter\'s approach to his studies reflected his personality: brilliant but brusque, kind yet quick tempered, he was admired and disliked in equal measure by his contemporaries, and his complete absorption in his work frequently isolated him from them altogether. For Hunter the lines between work and personal life were blurred and he often experimented on his own body, even infecting himself with gonorrhoea in an attempt to fathom whether the disease progressed into syphilis.

Moore\'s biography brings to light numerous aspects of Hunter\'s life and work which have yet to be fully explored by historians, and contributes towards a much needed expansion on the standard Whiggish portrait. Particularly interesting is the exploration of Hunter\'s relationship with his brother. William\'s authority as the older, more successful sibling gradually eroded as John rose to fame, causing a divergence in their careers and irreparable damage to their personal relationship. While John devoted himself to empiricism and to practising only as a surgeon, William increasingly sought to move away from his roots in surgery and anatomy into the more unsullied and lucrative role of physician---"for William the blundering brutality of the operating theatre was just too much" (p. 93) Moore writes. In 1780 there was a public falling out between the brothers when John accused William of plagiarism at a meeting of the Royal Society. But Moore also recognizes that their relationship was a complex one, with John relying on his older brother socially and financially during the early part of his career in London.

Hunter\'s relationship with surgery itself is also analysed. His reputation for strongly preferring anatomical investigation over surgical practice has often dissolved under the weight of being labelled founder of modern surgery, yet it was in the former that his passion lay. Hunter\'s pursuit of surgical practice was little more than a way to pay the bills; he was often bored by the rich Londoners who made up the majority of his patients, and he was on bad terms with his surgical colleagues at St George\'s Hospital for most of his career. For Hunter, the crux of his work was the exploration of life in all its forms, and it was in the practice of comparative anatomy that he could fulfil his interest in both humans and animals, structure and function.

*The knife man* is well researched and highly readable. The descriptive narrative helps the book\'s pacing, but it occasionally lapses into presentism, for instance describing standard Georgian medical practices such as bleeding and blistering as "forms of torture" (p. 73). Moore also falls foul of distracting grammatical anachronisms from time to time, even depicting the position required of patients in preparation for a lithotomy as "the oven-ready position" (p. 74). The book\'s target audience is the general public rather than historians and it examines not only Hunter\'s life but also the murky world of eighteenth-century medicine he inhabited, complete with crowded dissecting rooms, shady doctors, botched operations and grave robbing, with Moore utilizing the goriness of the era to maximum capacity. Her fondness for her subject is highly apparent, and at times excessive. A figure as prominent as Hunter in the history of surgery deserves a sterner critical eye and greater objectivity than *The knife man* provides, particularly in respect to Hunter\'s relationships with his contemporaries. Moore\'s characterization of Everard Home---Hunter\'s brother-in-law and long-term assistant---as bitterly jealous would have benefited from further analysis. Her description of Home\'s motivation for burning many of Hunter\'s papers after his death as being "no doubt, in a fit of jealous rage" (p. 398), as opposed to being part of Hunter\'s dying wishes, as Home always maintained, is dubious and without sufficient accompanying evidence to support it. Equally, her claim that Home went on to plagiarize him over the ensuing years also warrants further explanation and more evidence than the one paragraph the book provides.

Ultimately, *The knife man* is a welcome addition to our understanding of John Hunter, but its overall subjectivity still leaves plenty of room for development in the historiography of his life and legacy.
